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During the Summer of 2007, while packing and demolition proceeded at Stoney Creek, a 

committee of members met weekly on an additional night to plan and discuss the new 

layout. A significant majority of club members participated in the planning project, and it was 

a very positive experience for all concerned... just what we needed to boost our spirits while 

spending Tuesday evenings tearing down our old layout. 

Starting with an evaluation of what we did and didn't like about the Stoney Creek layout, a 

firm consensus quickly emerged that the new layout should continue to model Hamilton in 

the 1950s, and with an even tighter focus than before. A key decision, given the smaller 

space available and our desire to have a layout we could actually finish in our lifetimes, was 

to model just the TH&B, with Canadian National, Canadian Pacific and New York Central 

limited to live interchanges to get cars on and off the layout. 

An early-summer operating session on John Spring's home layout was also influential, 

convincing us that TH&B Hamilton Terminal operations were more than enough to maintain 

the interest of a large operating crew.  

To maximise the layout space available, another early decision was to put our staging yard 

(largely salvaged from Stoney Creek) in the lounge, with workbenches and storage 

underneath. (Track is about 51" off the floor, so this under-layout space is quite usable.) We 
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also decided to adapt David Barrows' "domino" technique to build a layout which can be 

moved in the future, if need be. 

Many members felt that the Stoney Creek layout had too much hidden trackage, and that 

some hidden switches were especially problematic. The new layout minimises hidden track, 

and eliminates hidden switches entirely. There is one long section of hidden track from the 

west end of Aberdeen Yard, behind the Welland scene to Toronto staging. The only other 

hidden track is the entirely prototypical Hunter Street tunnel. 

As before, staging represents Buffalo and Toronto (and now will be used for Brantford). 

TH&B, NYC, and CNR trains enter the layout from Buffalo to the New York Central yard in 

Welland, From there, the TH&B crosses the third Welland Canal on Bridge 15 - a key scene 

saved from Stoney Creek - to reach Hamilton via Smithville and Stoney Creek. 

The first Hamilton scene reached is Kinnear Yard, where trains are marshalled for the Belt 

Line. Past Kinnear, the mainline passes Victoria Ave yard - where there is another CNR 

interchange, from Ferguson Ave - and the Forest Ave freight shed, before reaching Hunter 

Street. The Hunter Street scene will be recreated much as it was at Stoney Creek, and will 

be the first scene visitors see when entering the layout room. 

Passing Hunter St station and coach yard, trains enter the Hunter St tunnel, coming out in a 

deep cut, then passing the Chatham St locomotive terminal and arriving at Aberdeen Yard, 

the operational hub of TH&B freight traffic. Aberdeen will have two yard jobs each shift, one 

of which will also switch Dundas on the H&D branch. Leaving the west end of Aberdeen, 

trains will go on to Toronto (yes, we know that's not quite right...) via the hidden trackage to 

staging. 

The HOMES club has long had a close relationship with the TH&B Historical Society: their 

archives are kept in our club room, and many of our members are also members of the 

TH&B HS. The club needs to acknowledge the tremendous assistance of the TH&B HS, 

and especially their archivist, Lance Brown, in the planning process. Having access to 

prototype track plans and other documents made a huge difference in the planning process. 

Hunter St, Aberdeen Yard, and Welland are just some of the places where we were able to 

copy (with selective compression) the prototype track arrangements almost verbatim. 

We're now four years into building the layout, and it's taking shape much as we had 

imagined.   
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Toronto Hamilton & Buffalo Railway  

  

Toronto Hamilton & Buffalo Railway 
The prototype TH&B never actually reached Toronto or Buffalo on its own rails, but its trains made the trip 

many time each day thanks to relationships with the TH&B's two parent companies. Based in Hamilton, 

Ontario, and jointly owned by the Canadian Pacific Railway and the New York Central Railroad, the TH&B 

operated as an independent railway for over 90 years. 

The TH&B was a bridge route giving the New York Central direct access to Toronto and connections to 

the Canadian railway network. The Canadian Pacific, in it's turn, gained direct access to Buffalo and 

NYC's "Water-Level Route" to New York City and Chicago. 

The industrial port city of Hamilton is situated at the west end of Lake Ontario on Burlington Bay, and has 

long been home to Canada's steel industry as well as many related industries. Stelco (the Steel Company 

of Canada, now US Steel Canada) and Dofasco (Dominion Foundries and Steel, now ArcelorMittal) were 

- and are - two of Canada's major producers, and huge customers of the railways. (Dofasco was also a 

maker of railway wheels and locomotive trucks, and its neighbour National Steel Car remains one of 

North America's largest freight car manufacturers.) 

50 miles north-east along the shore of Lake Ontario, Toronto is the largest city in Ontario. (For the past 

35 or 40 years Toronto has been the largest city in the Canada, and it continues to grow rapidly, but 

during most of the TH&B's history it was second in size to Montreal.) The TH&B reached Toronto via CPR 

tracks and trackage rights over the Canadian National's Oakville Sub. 

For much of the Twentieth Century, Buffalo was the second busiest rail hub in North America (after 

Chicago), as well as a significant industrial centre in its own right. The TH&B reached Buffalo over the 

New York Central's subsidiary Michigan Central from Welland, Ontario. 

The TH&B shared in the success of its namesake cities, as well as the industrial cities of Welland and 

Brantford, Ontario, and the rich agricultural regions of the Niagara Peninsula and the north shore of Lake 

Erie. 

The New York Central's collapse into the Penn Central debacle, and eventual government rescue into 

Conrail, led to the TH&B becoming a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Canadian Pacific in 1977. In 1987 it 

was fully integrated into the CPR, where much of its track, rolling stock, and many of its locomotives 

remain. 

Toronto Hamilton & Buffalo Railway Historical Society 

 

The Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Railway Historical Society has been actively working since 1997 to 

preserve and catalogue documents, photos, artefacts, and most importantly memories of the TH&B. 

Many former employees have contributed their knowledge to that of railfans, photographers, and 

collectors. The HOMES club is proud to be the home of the TH&B Historical Society's archives, and many 

of our members are also members of the Historical Society. We are pleased to acknowledge a huge debt 

to the Society for their assistance in our efforts to accurately recreate portions of the TH&B in miniature. 
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TH&B on our new layout 

Our new layout is in a 1428-square-foot room - quite a bit smaller than the Stoney Creek facility. As a result, we have 

decided to focus the new layout more tightly on our hometown railway, the TH&B. 

The track plan approved by the membership in September, 2007, actually expands on the TH&B operations and 

facilities represented on our former layout, but at the expense of some CNR and CPR areas. 

As before, the modelled portion of the layout begins with the New York Central station and interchange yards at 

Welland - much expanded from our previous layout - and continues via Smithville (also expanded) and Stoney Creek 

to Hamilton.  

In Hamilton we're adding Kinnear and Victoria Avenue Yards, and the CNR interchange. Forest Avenue Yard will be 

expanded, and we will have a more accurate representation of the railway's major yard at Aberdeen Avenue. From 

the West end of Aberdeen yard runs the Hamilton & Dundas branch; a former interurban line with street running in 

Dundas. And when you walk in to our new layout room, the first scene you see will be the beautiful Hunter Street 

Station (seen below in its previous incarnation). 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 
  
  

 


